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	AGE: 17
	EYE COLOR: Dark Brown
	HAIR COLOR: Long and Dark Brown
	DISTINGUISHING MARKS 1: None that can be seen.
	RACE: Chinese Human Super
	GENDER: Male
	DOMINANT HAND: Left
	HEIGHT: 5'7"
	WEIGHT: 140
	LIKES 1: Asian Foods, but also enjoys Western food.
	LIKES 2: Pretty girls. An orderly environment
	LIKES 3: The Ocean. Any water body. Loves animals.
	DISLIKES 1: Any situation where there is disoder and chaos. Saito insists on a calm controllable situtation.
	DISLIKES 2: Boastful or rude people. Doesn't take well to nasty jokes or pranks.
	DISLIKES 3: Loud noises. He prefers calm and serenity, except perhaps with music. He loves music and enjoys all types.
	SKILLS 1: Chinese martial arts, extremely
	SKILLS 2: fast and powerful swimmer. Good at cooking various dishes.
	SKILLS 3: Enjoys dancing, singing, or playing his guitar.
	SKILLS 4: Loves to bicycle, and skate.
	LANGUAGES 1: Chinese, Japanese, English.
	LANGUAGES 2: Korean.
	LANGUAGES 3: 
	CHARACTER NAME: Saito Hasami-(Real name Cheng Long)- Tsunami!
	APPEARANCE_1: Saito is Chinese. But, he wears his hair long, and carries himself as if he were more western or Japanese. His body is average looking. He enjoys wearing t-shirts, jeans, and jackets most of the time, but has no qualms about getting dressed up for an event.
	POWER AOE_1: 
	POWER RANGE_1: Several miles.
	POWER NAME_1: Aqua Manipulation
	POWER NAME_2: 
	POWER RANGE_2: 
	POWER AOE_2: 
	POWER DURATION_1: 
	POWER DURATION_2: 
	POWER DESCIPTION_1: Saito is a water manipulator. He can control water in different situations. He can create anything from a small fountain to a huge Tsunami, hence his hero name. Able to turn water into hard balls to throw or huge walls or pointed arrows to strike with.
	POWER DESCIPTION_2: Able to dive extremely deep into the ocean and breathe water for extended periods of time. Has great strength in water, but is much weaker on land.
	HISTORY_1: Raised in Shang-Hai, China, Chen Long( Saito Hasami) was inducted as a child into the mysterious Chinese super team known as the 'Shi." He was trained to have skills that would appopriately fit well with his water powers, and also if needed, to be used as an infiltrator. He has been a 'Shi' member since he was ten years old.

After the 'Shi' had a slight misunderstanding with the RBA that led to his team attacking them, Saito was one of the 'Shi' members that helped take down the then less talented team. Doing his duty in costume, he watched and found he admired the tenacity and the power of this American team. He hoped he'd someday get a chance to work with them, but he was considered not skilled enough then.

A few years passed and the 'Shi' and the rest of the world were rocked by the Invasion. Like other super teams, the 'Shi' warred with the alien Ta'anari and finally after a long brutal struggle, the battle was won.

When the CME struck, China was severely affected like every other country. Using their various talents, the Shi worked to protect themselves and also using their skills, looked into the fate of other super teams. Chen requested that if possible he be allowed to return to see the fate of the American team in California he'd grown to admire. 

The Shi's leader agreed, giving Chen the cover name, Saito Hasami, under the guise he was a Japanese exchange student. Now Saito, he set off to attend Rancho Bonito High School. and hopefully the Rancho Bonito Alliance.
	PERSONALITY 1: Saito is very friendly to everyone. Not afraid to strike up a conversation about any subject he is familiar with, or wishes to know. Has no problem getting along with most people. Those who are rude to him, he either ignores and deals them a severe blow to end the problem. He speaks english extremely well.
	CHARACTER IMAGE: 


